Introduction
At the present time, terminology resources for various domains and languages are being actively developed. For low-resource languages like Tatar, terminology compilation may be a challenge in many respects: -because of the insufficient degree of terminology development that leads to absent relevant designations for special concepts in a language; -because of lacking special sources for assembling terminology; -because of lacking coherent terminology management at the terminology development stage as well as at the stage of usage, etc.
Methodology of Designing the Thesaurus
Defining the principles for modeling a bilingual resource presupposes establishing the following: 1) the format of the vocabulary entry; 2) the volume and quality of the lexical material; 3) methods for identifying and resolving conflict situations arising in the process of translation (Galieva et al., 2017) .
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--use of neutral and common lexical units for concept names; -brevity of denomination; -selecting the most precise, the most frequent and officially used denomination from several options if there are any.
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Challenges
The main challenges of the current project concern acquiring lexical data and representing all Tatar terms in actual use. The Russian-Tatar Socio-Political Thesaurus is built as a hierarchical network of concepts and lexical entries from the most general to the most specific conceptual categories.
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